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Culture Days 2015: A tree cookie filled with words of wisdom 

 

Participants in the studio and from all over the world (through internet) were asked to 

share a few words of wisdom and write them along the rings of a tree cookie drawing 
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We did prepare a large watercolor paper sheet by tracing the lines for participants to write 

their message: 

 

On the weekend of Culture Days people were asked to listen to a recording of Sophie’s 
voice to guide them and help them find some words of positive wisdom to share on the 

project. They had to write their message on a piece of paper before copying it on the 

drawing, so they could be sure about what they wanted to share before writing on the art 

work. 
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For people participating over the internet, we did write for them the text they sent us 

through an online form. 

Once all the lines on the tree had been filled, we mounted the paper on board and 

varnished it. One participant did win the finished painting after we organized a draw 

  

 

 

 

We have prints of this artwork for sale on Fine Art America: 

 

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/time-lines-collective-art-work-sandrine-pelissier.html
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CULTURE DAYS 2016: EVERYONE CAN DO IT! THE NO-PHONE SELFIE 

 

 

In 2016, we shared with studio visitors a simple technique that allowed them to easily 

draw a self-portrait. 

They could outline their reflection on a mirror with washable felts and then make a 

monoprint directly from the mirror drawing. 
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Here are some of the self-portraits done by studio visitors. 

Our activity has been featured in that video from the North Vancouver Recreation 

commission: 

https://youtu.be/WX2RREgU40Q 

 

https://youtu.be/WX2RREgU40Q
https://youtu.be/WX2RREgU40Q
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CULTURE DAYS 2017: EVERYONE CAN DRAW 

 

 

For 2017 Culture days, we did organize a drawing workshop in my North Vancouver studio 

to facilitate participation in the Big Picture Art Project, our new collective art project. 

 

Watch a video that explains the project here: 

https://youtu.be/whyo1BoKg6o 

 

https://thebigpictureartproject.com/
https://youtu.be/whyo1BoKg6o
https://youtu.be/whyo1BoKg6o
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We arranged a few drawing stations in the studio with simple instructions. 

 

At each station, you could try a different drawing technique. 
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Like drawing with your non- dominant hand 

 

Or finding a drawing from random scribbles on paper 
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Or drawing a self-portrait with a mirror monoprint easy technique (the no-phone selfie). 
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Once the drawings were made, participants had the opportunity to have their drawings 

scanned and to upload them to the Big Picture Art Project  

 

https://thebigpictureartproject.com/
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We had some awesome participations to the big picture from our Culture Days visitors. 

Here are a few: 

 
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 

 
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 

 
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 

   
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 

 
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 

 
See this drawing on the Big Picture 

 
 

 

https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/-3.2502/-35.7715
https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/2.7236/-35.5957
https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/2.5480/-35.5957
https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/1.1425/-35.5957
https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/0.9668/-35.5957
https://thebigpictureartproject.com/see-the-big-picture/#12/0.9668/-35.5957
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9/15/2017 Big Picture comes into focus 

 

Big Picture comes into focus 

Jeremy Shepherd / North Shore News 

May 7, 2017 08:58 AM 

Visual artist Sandrine Pelissier and art therapist Sophie Babeanu are calling on artists and doodlers from around the world 

for The Big Picture, a North Shore-focused art project that will draw on thousands of drawings, sketches, stories and 

paintings. photo Mike Wakefield 

Picture Vancouver. 

Not as a map or an aerial photograph but as a panoramic self-portrait composed of the squiggles, stories, brushstrokes and 

strokes of luck that brought so many folks to the city. 

That’s what artists and North Vancouver residents Sandrine Pelissier and Sophie Babeanu are embarking on with The Big 

Picture, a mosaic that will require thousands of artists and memories. 

“It’s almost like a huge comic book,” Pelissier says. 

She and Babeanu wanted to undertake a project that would make art “accessible to everybody,” she recalls. 

“We can make something bigger, something more ambitious,” Pelissier says. 

Ambitious is a good word for a project that invites artists and secret doodlers from around the world to create a piece 

expected to be more than six feet in height and 72-feet wide. 

Once complete, the work may become an artistic version of Google Maps, allowing art appreciators to zoom in on drawings 

and their stories. 

After three weeks of submissions, Pelissier says they’re on the second column with a planned 400 remaining. “So, we have a 
long way to go,” she says with a laugh. “It’s finished when the picture is completed but I have no way of knowing when it 
will be.” 

So far, many of the stories are about immigration, family life and travelling. 

Having moved to Vancouver 18 years ago, Pelissier suspects her outsider status gives her a different perspective. 

“I think as an immigrant I maybe am more sensitive to stories connecting the places you’ve been living.” 

Artists are invited to write – in the language of their choosing -  about how they got here, why they stayed, or why they left. 

“You can have a good story with a simple drawing or you can have a very good drawing with a simple story,” Pelissier 
explains. “Even better you can have an excellent drawing and an excellent story.” 

Artists don’t need to live in Vancouver – only to have some connection to the city. 

Pelissier also emphasizes that she’s not interested in finding perfection. 

“I can see beauty in every kind of drawing,” she says. “It’s just for people to share a slice of life.” 
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In the October 6, 2017 issue of the North Shore News. 

 


